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Photo Sweepstakes 

 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

 

 

 

 

Iowa Associated Press Member of the Year 

 

The Quad-City Times  

 

 

 

 

First Amendment 

 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

"Autumn Steele Records" 

 

 

The reporting of Andy Hoffman, Elizabeth Meyer and the editorial staff is  

outstanding and incredibly relevant to the Burlington community. The Hawk Eye's  

persistence and pursuit of providing the Burlington community with important public  

information is commendable. The work of The Hawk Eye newsroom demonstrates  

that the long-term commitment to produce good journalism is challenging but vital  

to holding public officials accountable, even when nefarious deeds are not intended.  

The most difficult journalism is that which takes patience and persistence. The work  

of The Hawk Eye staff is an exemplary example of utilizing the First Amendment to  

fulfill the vital Fourth Estate role as a community watchdog. 

 

Bill Wundram Column Writing 

 

The Des Moines Register  

Rekha Basu 

"Rekha Basu" 

 

 

 

Comfort the afflicted and afflict the comfortable, right? Every column was a call to  

action and a light shed on vulnerabilities to our Iowa way of life. Superb reported  

opinion. We had an emotional reaction to each piece.  

. 

 

 

 

Newswriting Sweepstakes 

 

The Des Moines Register  
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Division III:  

Business 

First Place 

Sioux City Journal  

Nick Hytrek 

"Grain Elevator Safety Improves, but 

Risks Remain" 

 

 

A good job taking a breaking news story and exploring the issues. 

Second Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Jeff Montgomery 

"The Impact of Automation" 

 

 

This was an overall good effort to explain how technology is changing how lots of  

different industries and businesses do their work. Things like the one supermarket  

chain using self checkout at just one store should be explained. If the company won't  

say, tell readers that. 

Third Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Jeff Montgomery 

"Small-Town Theaters" 

 

 

This was a fun story on how small theaters are surviving in this world of mega-plexes.  

Good local business coverage. 

 

Business Feature 

First Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Kevin Hardy 

"From Younkers to ‘Junkers.’ What 

Went Wrong" 

 

 

This was very well written and captured the strong sense of loss over the closure  

of a longstanding retail giant. Excellent job getting beyond the news. 

Second Place 

Waterloo-Cedar Falls Courier  

Amie Steffen 

"Day Care Shortage Hampers 

Economy" 
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Third Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Jeff Montgomery 

"Mall Memories" 

 

 

  

 

Lifestyle Feature 

First Place 

Sioux City Journal  

Dolly Butz 

"As Rural Ob Units Close, Northwest 

Iowa Women Travel Farther to 

Deliver" 

 

 

A fascinating story about the challenges of OB care in rural areas. The reporter  

does a masterful job of setting the scene with the mom's scary medical situation  

all the way through to the delivery. Along the way, she does a wonderful job of  

explaining. 

Second Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Courtney Crowder 

"This is My America, Too" 

 

 

 

Third Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Courtney Crowder 

"Life in the Fast Lane" 

 

 

 

 

Continuing News Coverage 

First Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Tony Leys 

"Iowa's Mental Health Crisis" 

 

 

This series is simply superb. The focus on the personal stories, while blending  

in big-picture data, gives readers a comprehensive look at a system with problems. 

Second Place 

Sioux City Journal  

Nick Hytrek 

"USS Sioux City" 

 

 

This wide-ranging effort gave Sioux City readers a close-up look at something  

that will never be in Sioux City. The paper found a number of angles that helped  

give the stories more local interest than just the ship's name. 
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Third Place 

The (Davenport) Quad-City Times  

Alma Gaul 

"Storm water run off takes its toll" 

 

 

A fascinating, reader-friendly look at an unusual and surprisingly complicated  

situation involving a homeowner, a private business and the city government.  

This was a tough story to tell because the obvious doesn't turn out to be so clear-cut. 

 

Editorials 

First Place 

The Des Moines Register  

"Another Iowa Mental Health Horror 

Story" 

 

 

This was a dramatic story told to make an important point: jails are not set up  

to serve mentally ill people. This national issue had strong a strong local component  

with holding politicians accountable for trying to cut access to health care.  

A compelling editorial. 

Second Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Brian Cooper and Amy Gilligan 

"Millwork Parking: Too Much Too 

Soon" 

 

 

This strong editorial explained an important local issue and looked out for taxpayers,  

an important role for editorial writers. 

Third Place 

The Des Moines Register  

"Liability, Transparency and 

Accountability Needed for Gun-

Toting Iowans" 

 

 

A bizarre incident was used to raise a lot of issues around the proliferation of guns.  

The editorial pointed out many of the ancillary issues raised, such as people not  

even being able to find out whether their babysitter carries a gun. 

 

General Feature 

First Place 

Waterloo-Cedar Falls Courier  

Andrew Wind 

"Paradise Lost" 

 

 

 

Second Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Jim Swenson 

"Fervent Fans" 
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Third Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Allie Hinga 

"From Mentorship to Friendship" 

 

 

 

 

 

Interpretive Story or Series 

First Place 

Sioux City Journal  

"Homeless in Siouxland" 

 

 

Impressive all-hands series. The stories took a gritty, on-the-street approach  

and showed readers the personalities of neighbors who have no homes. By the  

time I finished the series, I saw a path to progress toward mitigating the problem.  

Good work! 

Second Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Tony Leys 

"Iowa's Mental Health Crisis" 

 

 

Leys puts a human face on weakness of the statewide mental health system.  

Great individual stories. 

Third Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Kathy A. Bolten 

"Before the Crash" 

 

 

Fascinating explanation of the question everyone must have asked: Why? 

 

Investigative Reporting 

First Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

John Kruse 

"East Dubuque Investigation" 

 

 

The reporter's persistence here is exactly what investigative journalism is about.  

Despite being brushed aside by city leaders, the reporter dug deeper. This story  

no doubt was difficult because of the resistance at City Hall. Impressive. This is  

what journalism is about: holding the powerful accountable. 

Second Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Brianne Pfannenstiel 

"Candidate for Governor, Sexual 

Misconduct" 
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Third Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Jason Clayworth 

"How a Gaming Geek With a 

Checkered Past" 

 

 

 

 

Spot News Reporting 

First Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Kyle Munson 

"Half My Family Is Gone: Mom 

Mourns" 

 

 

A tragedy thousands of miles away resonated at home, and this story did a great  

job capturing the sense of helpless grief of an entire community by allowing the  

family to share their memories. 

Second Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Mike Kilen 

"Urbandale Couple Escapes Death in 

Flash Flood" 

 

 

 

Third Place 

Sioux City Journal  

"1 Hospitalized, Dozens Evacuated 

After Explosion" 

 

 

 

 

News Graphics 

First Place 

The Des Moines Register  

"3rd District Candidates Face Off" 

 

 

This is actually a great way to provide important info on candidates that readers  

can pick and choose reading about the issues they care about. Very well done. 

Second Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Mike Day 

"Layers of a Landfill" 

 

 

I love this graphic. Few people, I would wager, understand the layers and working  

of a landfill yet they are everywhere. This shows how it's done without overwhelming  

the reader with too much technical detail. I'm going to recommend it for our  

newspaper. 
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Third Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Mike Day 

"What Used to Be" 

 

 

Great idea to illustrate change and redevelopment and how it shaped the city.  

I would have liked to see some detail on each building - who worked there,  

what it was known for, how old it was - space issue? 

 

 

Sports Enterprise 

First Place 

Waterloo-Cedar Falls Courier  

"New Game in Town; Everybody's a 

Gamer; Gaming Goes Golden" 

 

 

Engaging opening. Good angles for the stories, from who plays to the growth  

nationally and the money being made. 

Second Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Danny Lawhon 

"Why Iowa Schools Won’t Sell Beer to 

the Masses" 

 

 

A comprehensive look at who is selling alcohol at college games, why Iowa isn't  

rushing into it and the pressure schools are under because of declining ticket sales.  

Well done. 

Third Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Matthew Bain 

"A Lot of Trust Was Violated" 

 

 

This was a good story. 

 

Sports Feature 

First Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Tommy Birch 

"Brain Tumor Never Far From Pevey’s 

Thoughts" 

 

 

The reporter must be rewarded for his efforts over years to foster the trust  

needed to tell this story. This story is a wonderful testament to the importance  

of invested local reporters. 

Second Place 

The Des Moines Register  

John Naughton 

"Attitude Over Obstacles" 

 

 

This all works together so well as a great packaged telling this young man's story.  

The photos, video and words work magic together and leave me a huge fan of this  

player. Well done! 
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Third Place 

The (Davenport) Quad-City Times  

Matt Coss 

"Often Misunderstood, Ailing 

Maquoketa Coaching Icon Cared" 

 

 

It's easy and understandable to try to ignore more-controversial aspects of a  

coach's work when writing such a story. The reporter put in the work here of  

talking to multiple sources, leading to a nuanced and compelling story. 

 

Sports Spot News 

First Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Mark Emmert 

"Playing Above the Pain" 

 

 

Great work to capture the emotion and desire to move forward without being  

reminded constantly of the tragedy. A news story that went beyond the news to  

give readers a behind-the-scenes look at a team finding its way. 

Second Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Matthew Bain 

"Former Youth Coach Allegedly Had 

Sexual Images" 

 

 

 

Third Place 

The (Davenport) Quad-City Times  

Bobby Metcalf 

"Quad-City Mallards to Cease 

Operations at End of Season" 

 

 

. 

 

Business Photo 

First Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Nicki Kohl 

"Hog Farmer" 

 

 

Nice capture of the farmer spreading the hog feed. Like the shape of the feed  

before it hits the ground. 

Second Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Jessica Reilly 

"Spot Welding" 

 

 

This image of the welder inside the container was eye catching. 
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Third Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Dave Kettering 

"Corn Chop" 

 

 

Using a drone to show a different perspective of harvest worked. The color  

contrast of the farm equipment along with the rows of corn makes for a nice  

quick read. 

 

Feature Photo 

First Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Rodney White 

"Image From RAGBRAI 2018" 

 

 

This was a beautiful picture that required some planning and patience to find  

the right time and place to make it. 

Second Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Kelsey Kremer 

"How privatized Medicaid is 

systematically denying hundreds of 

disabled Iowans the medical 

equipment their doctors say they 

need" 

 

 

A nice moment from an assignment that could have made a mundane image.  

Nice way to draw the reader in. 

Third Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Dave Kettering 

"Beauty From Above" 

 

 

Good use of drone to capture a new angle on fall. Nice touch that the person  

is wearing coat that is same color as leaves. 

 

General News Photo 

First Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Jessica Reilly 

"Emotional Verdict" 

 

 

Hard to pass by this highly emotional moment. Clean composition makes it a very  

quick read. 

Second Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Nicki Kohl 

"Candidate Forum" 

 

 

A fun, unexpected moment. An event that could have made a mundane image  

but photographer captured the moment that gave readers a surprise. 
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Third Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Dave Kettering 

"Daughter's Ashes" 

 

 

This is one of those shots that doesn't have a lot of elements to it that makes  

you stop on a dime to look at it but it is one that draws you in after you read the  

caption and see what exactly is happening here. 

 

Picture Story 

First Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Brian Powers 

"The Hawkeye Wave" 

 

 

Powerful story and impactful photography. Certainly images that touch the heart.  

This is the very definition of photojournalism. 

Third Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Eileen Meslar 

"Guts to Get in the Ring" 

 

 

Excellent human interest feature. 

 

Sports Action Photo 

First Place 

The (Davenport) Quad-City Times  

Andy Abeyta 

"Under Pressure" 

 

 

The level of storytelling in this photo is just stunning, as are the technical aspects  

of the shot. The timing is perfect. This photo really did stand out from the others  

as the best shot. 

 

Picture Story 

Second Place 

The (Davenport) Quad-City Times  

Andy Abeyta 

"Meth: On Patrol in Fulton, Illinois." 

 

 

Strong images highlighting a local problem. 
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Sports Action Photo 

Second Place 

Waterloo-Cedar Falls Courier  

Brandon Pollock 

"Northern Iowa/Hampton Football" 

 

 

Every detail in this jumble of arms and legs and faces is sharp. It's a spectacular  

moment, and a fun one. Great work. 

Third Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Dave Kettering 

"Face Grab" 

 

 

What is wrestling all about? This is what wrestling is all about, and this is also  

what great photography is all about. 

 

Sports Feature Photo 

First Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Bryon Houlgrave 

"USA Continues Dominance at World 

Cup Wrestling" 

 

 

There is no question whether this wrestler won his match. Nice jubilation. 

Second Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Dave Kettering 

"Softball Celebration" 

 

 

A very different celebration shot. 

Third Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Eileen Meslar 

"Walk-Off Win" 

 

 

All of the faces of this players teammates says it all. 

 

Spot News Photo 

First Place 

The Des Moines Register  

Rodney White 

"1 Dead, Several Seriously Injured in 

50-Car Pileup Near Ames on I-35" 

 

 

The lone officer combined with all of the wrecked vehicles makes for an  

interesting photo. 
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Second Place 

The (Davenport) Quad-City Times  

Andy Abeyta 

"Missing Son" 

 

 

The father's isolation as he is looking for hope comes thru in this image. 

Third Place 

Dubuque Telegraph Herald  

Dave Kettering 

"Crowd Control" 

 

 

The lead protester's interaction with the policeman combined with her fellow  

protesters helps get to the point of the photo quickly. 

 

Division II:  

Business 

First Place 

Marshalltown Times-Republican  

Sara Jordan-Heintz 

"Cecil’s Cafe Closes" 

 

 

Nice story about the demise of a local business. The discussion of the rooster  

in the sky made me look back at the photo. Tying it back to shopping local was a  

smart move. 

Second Place 

Clinton Herald  

Scott Levine 

"Blast Off" 

 

 

 

 

Business Feature 

First Place 

Carroll Daily Times Herald  

Douglas Burns 

"The Big Cork Pop" 

 

 

 

Second Place 

Iowa City Press-Citizen  

Zach Berg 

"The 40-Year History of Prairie Lights 

Bookstore" 
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Third Place 

Clinton Herald  

Scott Levine 

"Demolition to Give Way" 

 

 

 

 

Lifestyle Feature 

First Place 

Clinton Herald  

Scott Levine 

"Moving Forward" 

 

 

Great look at a couple of people making the best of a tough situation. The bit  

about Michael J. Fox is quick and sweet. 

Second Place 

Clinton Herald  

Charlene Bielema 

"A Place to Call Home" 

 

 

 

Third Place 

Clinton Herald  

Jacqueline Covey 

"Swing Your Partner" 

 

 

 

 

 

Continuing News Coverage 

First Place 

Carroll Daily Times Herald  

Jared Strong 

"Problem Officer" 

 

 

This series is a textbook example of great community journalism, made so in  

part by the dogged pursuit of documents to shed light on this issue. Stories like  

these -- holding public officials accountable -- are especially difficult but at the  

same time rewarding when they make a difference in a community. 

Second Place 

Clinton Herald  

Scott Levine and Charlene Bielema 

"No Boundaries: Opioids on the Rise" 

 

 

I've seen a lot of good reporting on the opioid crisis, but this series stands among  

the best for its absolute commitment to exploring the issue through the lens of  

this particular community. The range of sources and voices is noteworthy. 
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Third Place 

The (Fort Dodge) Messenger  

Joe Sutter 

"Tales of the Pipeline" 

 

 

This is a great approach to an issue that has divided a community. And finding  

just the right sources for such an approach is a lot harder than it looks, but the  

choices here made this an engaging series. 

 

Editorials 

First Place 

Marshalltown Times-Republican  

"We Will Recover If We Are 

Marshalltown Strong" 

 

 

Having undergone an eerily similar situation in my town and at my newspaper  

as described here, this piece struck a chord. It also hit all the right notes for readers 

 by recognizing the situation as it stands, warning that recovery will be long and hard,  

offering a variety of ways to assist, and pledging the papers' concern and continued  

coverage of a devastating occurrence and its aftermath. 

Second Place 

The Ottumwa Courier  

Matt Milner 

"Time for Barr to Walk Away" 

 

 

While the school board member might seem to be an easy target, it is never an easy  

decision to call for the removal of an elected pubic official. This piece calmly and  

coherently made the case, even reminding readers that the gentleman in question  

had on several occasions put himself in and others in danger while providing a terrible  

example to the students whose welfare should be a prime concern. 

Third Place 

The Ottumwa Courier  

Matt Milner 

"Where’s the Beef, Mayor?" 

 

 

It likely was even more difficult for the Ottumwa editors to run this than it was the  

second-place finisher. To a reader not intimately familiar with the topic, however,  

there were a couple of gaps. First, why was the mayor specifically named several  

times while the other commission and/or council members were only casually  

mentioned toward the end? And more information about the development company  

would be enlightening. Still, the point was clearly made. 

 

 

General Feature 

First Place 

Carroll Daily Times Herald  

Annie Mehl and Nik Heftman 

"Sudanese in Carroll" 

 

 

Well-done series looking at the issues facing a community. 
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Second Place 

The (Council Bluffs) Daily Nonpareil  

Blake Baxter 

"Born a Fighter: Student in Iowa 

School for the Deaf" 

 

 

 

Third Place 

Iowa City Press-Citizen  

Zach Berg 

"Remembering ‘The Miracle Season’  

" 

 

 

 

 

 

Interpretive Story or Series 

First Place 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

Elizabeth Meyer 

"Police Shooting Files Released" 

 

 

Police departments have extraordinary, lethal power over citizens, and this story  

demonstrates the importance of public accountability. Kudos to the Hawk Eye for  

pursuing the release of the documents, and kudos to the writer for telling the story  

in a clear and compelling way. 

Second Place 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

Michaele Niehaus-Steffensmeier 

"School Budget Realities" 

 

 

An exhaustive explanation of byzantine school budgeting processes. Readers should  

come away with a pretty clear picture of what's going on. 

Third Place 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

Michaele Niehaus-Steffensmeier 

"Guns and Schools" 

 

 

Everyone did this story, but not everyone did it in as well as this. I appreciated the  

thoroughness and details of the training options, as well as what some schools are  

trying without knowing certain what will work. 
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Investigative Reporting 

First Place 

(Centerville) Ad Express & Daily 

Iowegian  

Kyle Ocker and Colin Peters 

"Indian Hills Community College" 

 

 

This paper uncovered fraud that appears to violate federal immigration law by  

community college baseball coaches. The reporters pursued smart sources and  

documents, including law firm billing records. And while they relied on some  

anonymous players, they had plenty of on-the-record comment. And the stories  

described in compelling detail the preposterous lengths the college has gone to in  

order to avoid providing information and documents to the paper. The allegations  

raised in the stories of abusive behavior toward players are also compelling. 

Second Place 

Carroll Daily Times Herald  

Jared Strong 

"Problem Officer" 

 

 

Smart follow-up to a story about a police officer's misconduct, aided by a trove of  

documents that, ironically, became available because the officer sued the paper  

and the reporter. That the paper was able to put the officer's conduct in the context  

of the police chief's oversight, or lack thereof, is a service to the community. A great  

read with colorful details; really nice storytelling. 

Third Place 

The (Council Bluffs) Daily Nonpareil  

Mike Bell 

"Children of Slain Pottawattamie 

County Deputy Never Received 

Donations" 

 

  

 

 

Spot News Reporting 

First Place 

The Ottumwa Courier  

"Bridal Cottage Fire" 

 

 

This thorough and extensive package covers all aspects of a serious fire, from the  

first minutes after its discovery to its impact on the community's business district  

and the aftermath from business and community-development angles. Well-reported  

and organized, and conveys a sense of breaking-news immediacy despite print-cycle  

constraints. As your reader, I come away with a real sense of what this business has  

meant in your community. Art package also is strong -- well-executed all around by  

this newsroom. 

Second Place 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

Michaele Niehaus-Steffensmeier and 

Elizabeth Meyer 

"Tama Complex Fire" 

 

 

This is a strong, broadly reported package that conveys the impact of this fire on the  

greater community while weaving in spot-news observation and color. Lots of details  

and historical perspective are woven among the immediate chronicling of the fire 

and its aftermath. 
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Third Place 

Marshalltown Times-Republican  

"Roofing Death" 

 

 

This is a strong, broadly reported package that conveys the impact of this fire on the  

greater community while weaving in spot-news observation and color. Lots of details  

and historical perspective are woven among the immediate chronicling of the fire  

and its aftermath.  

This story adroitly combines ongoing details of two difficult events for this community -- the tornado 

aftermath and the subsequent death of this man, weaving in detail that illuminates  

his life and role in the community. As your reader, I came away moved by the losses  

suffered by his family and by the greater community served by this newsroom. 

 

 

News Graphics 

First Place 

Clinton Herald  

Stephen Peters 

"Salary Comparison" 

 

 

Straightforward salary approach, which provides useful information in an  

easy-to-digest format. 

Second Place 

Clinton Herald  

Stephen Peters 

"No Boundaries: Opioids on the Rise" 

 

 

While this graphic is attractive - the use of yellow makes it pop. 

 

Sports Enterprise 

First Place 

The (Fort Dodge) Messenger  

Chris Johnson 

"Forever Young/Lasting Legacy" 
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Sports Feature 

First Place 

Creston News Advertiser  

Larry Peterson 

"Fit for the Pit" 

 

 

I kept coming back to this one. Great description of the athlete, his personality  

and willingness to learn. Writer knew the person and pit crew history well and  

his knack for writing it made it easy to root for this athlete. 

Second Place 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

John Bohnenkamp 

"Cleaning Up the Past" 

 

 

Very insightful. Never easy to do this type of story but the writer captured the  

players and coach very well. He had intricate knowledge of the program from the  

previous year, which helped. 

Third Place 

Carroll Daily Times Herald  

Brandon Hurley 

"Success Through Experimentation" 

 

 

Really solid story about a home-town kid who worked hard to get to upper  

echelon of the sport. the subject is also humble and writer did a great job of  

explaining why. 

 

Sports Spot News 

First Place 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

John Bohnenkamp 

"A Miss That He Wanted" 

 

 

Fantastic job of capturing the sportsmanship and respect that sports can offer.  

The story was thoroughly reporter, well written, and provided insight that took  

the reader beyond game action. The story demonstrated that there are so much  

more to sports than the games. It was an easy, enjoyable read. Well done! 

Second Place 

Marshalltown Times-Republican  

Ross Thede 

"Marshalltown’s Whirlwind Season 

Ends" 

 

 

The reporter did a nice job of balancing the importance of the championship  

game and the importance of a major life occurrence. The players experienced  

two emotional losses in a short time. The story did a wonderful job of capturing  

both losses without over-dramatizing either. 

Third Place 

The (Fort Dodge) Messenger  

Eric Pratt 

"Dodger Denny' Dies" 

 

 

Great job of capturing the essence of Dodger Denny. The reporter did a great job  

of interviewing sources and tracking down online comments about him. It was a  

nice read that allowed readers to get to know Dodger Denny. 
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Business Photo 

First Place 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

John Lovretta 

"Dance Class" 

 

 

I'm sure readers appreciated this photo, one that would elicit emotion which can  

be a tad difficult on business assignments. The look on the children's and teacher's  

faces are wonderful, and the composition isn't bad either. 

Second Place 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

John Gaines 

"TeriYaki Madness" 

 

 

This photo is technically sound, considering the challenge of the flames illuminating  

the face of the chef properly. It's a high impact photo that certainly helps the reader  

understand the story. 

Third Place 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

John Lovretta 

"Hotel Open House Bed Check" 

 

 

Nice moment of someone checking out the bed which makes it far more interesting  

than just a static photo of the room. 

 

 

Feature Photo 

First Place 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

John Lovretta 

"Last Day of School" 

 

 

This photo combines emotion with context as the student says a tearful goodbye  

to her teacher. Technical aspects are solid as well. 

Second Place 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

John Lovretta 

"Dog Kiss" 

 

 

This photo certainly would grab the reader's attention, and it's a wonderful moment  

that the photographer captured perfectly. 

Third Place 

Marshalltown Times-Republican  

Emily Barske 

"Clock Work" 

 

 

The wonderful light falling upon and highlighting the gears makes this a terrific still  

life image. An example of how a photojournalist can go places the average person  

never would. 
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General News Photo 

First Place 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

John Lovretta 

"Tama Building Fire" 

 

 

 

Second Place 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

John Lovretta 

"Sudent Funeral" 

 

 

 

Third Place 

The (Fort Dodge) Messenger  

Chad Thompson 

"Mission Accomplished" 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture Story 

First Place 

Marshalltown Times-Republican  

Emily Barske 

"A Peek Inside the Marshall County 

Courthouse" 

 

 

Excellent photography. Overall, it brings the point home to the magnitude of the  

Courthouse restoration. Especially liked the opening photo, of the view through  

the broken window. 

Second Place 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

John Gaines and John Lovretta 

"Tama Complex Fire" 

 

 

Well developed content as the images certainly depicted the fire and its  

consequence. Nice photography. 

Third Place 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

John Gaines 

"Colorful Snowfall" 

 

 

Told the story well, and fine photos. 
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Sports Action Photo 

First Place 

The (Fort Dodge) Messenger  

Britt Kudla 

"Battling Back" 

 

 

All the elements come together in this winning photograph. Lovely light which  

accentuates the flying dust, a decisive moment as each player reaches to make  

the play, and technically strong with focus and exposure. Very nicely done. 

Second Place 

The (Fort Dodge) Messenger  

Britt Kudla 

"Dodgers Make a Statement" 

 

 

At this moment the viewer is treated to trying to figure out where the glove and  

ball are coming from as the two players are tangled up in the play. The photographer  

captured the moment just right. 

Third Place 

(Mason City) Globe Gazette  

Chris Zoeller 

"Play at the Plate" 

 

 

The reader's heart goes out to the catcher as he looks down as the ball drops  

from his glove while the runner scores. Well done. 

 

 

Sports Feature Photo 

First Place 

(Mason City) Globe Gazette  

Chris Zoeller 

"State Track" 

 

 

Good composition and execution with the reflection in the puddle. 

Second Place 

The (Fort Dodge) Messenger  

Britt Kudla 

"FD’s Fierke Puts On a Show" 

 

 

There were a lot of good celebration photos in this category with this being the best. 

Third Place 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

John Lovretta 

"Father Daughter Ride" 

 

 

This photo makes me want to check out the story and race. 
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Spot News Photo 

First Place 

The (Burlington) Hawk Eye  

John Lovretta 

"Fire Rescue" 

 

 

This is truly the decisive moment as an anxious person takes a step from  

apartment window onto a fire truck ladder. The photographer had to arrive early,  

have the proper lensing, and then pay attention to what was unfolding. 

Second Place 

(Mason City) Globe Gazette  

Chris Zoeller 

"Live Wire" 

 

 

A nicely composed photo that incorporates two distinct occurrences - the firefighter  

battling the blaze, and more interestingly the woman huddled in her car topped  

by a live wire. This took good seeing on the part of the photographer and  

positioning him/herself properly. 

Third Place 

Marshalltown Times-Republican  

Emily Barske 

"Devastated" 

 

 

A major news event for this town. The photographer made the effort to kneel 

 down to get an alternative angle, thus accentuating the fallen bricks while still  

showing the damaged courthouse. The caption could have been clearer to explain  

the bricks were not from the courthouse tower that had collapsed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


